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Abstract: 

Steam gasification is a well-known technology which is used to produce a high quality product gas, especially 
for power generation applications. The gas composition, gas quality and the purity are important for the end 
application. The biomass steam gasification was studied using the Computational Particle Fluid Dynamics 
(CPFD) simulation tool, ‘Barracuda VR

TM
’. The software is well suited for simulating the dense particle laden 

fluids due to its numerical solving methods for both the particles and the fluid. 

Both the experiments and simulations were carried out for a cylindrical isothermal fluidized bed without 
chemistry, to compare the deviations of simulation results from the experimental results. The simulation results 
agreed well with experimental results and confirmed the same minimum fluidization velocity. Hence the model 
was used for further simulations. 

Three dimensional simulations were carried out for a cylindrical geometry to study the energy and momentum 
transport within a simplified dual fluidized bed steam gasification reactor. The important chemistry was 
included. Simulations were performed under seven cases to investigate the effect of bed material size, 
consistency of biomass supply, steam temperature, steam input velocity, addition of CO2 and the bio mass 
particle size on the rate of combustible gas production.  According to the simulation results, the product gas was 
generated consistently over the time, except in one case. The product gas volume mainly consisted of ~ 40 % 
CO, ~ 15% H2, ~ 25% CH4 and ~20% CO2.The highest cumulative production of combustible gasses (CO, CH4 
and H2) was rated by Case-G, which was estimated as 400 Sm3/day based on the simulation results. 

According to the results it was found that the reduction of bed material size and choosing the optimum particle 
size for biomass enable to enhance the gas production. The rate of gas production was adversely affected by the 
decrease of steam temperature.  Increase of the steam input velocity and substitute of steam in the biomass feed 
with CO2 did not contribute for enhancing the product gas volume. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

CAD    Computer Aided Design 

CHP    Combined Heat and Power 

CPFD    Computational Particle Fluid Dynamics 

DFB    Dual Fluidized Bed  

DPM    Discrete Particle Method 

HHV    Higher heating value 

MP-PIC   Multi-Phase-Particle-In-Cell 

CDBFB  Circulating Dual Bubbling Fluidized Bed  

 

Units 

µm    Micro meters 

MJ   Mega joule 

Nm3    Normal cubic meter 

Sm3    Standard cubic meter 

K   Kelvin 
0C   Celsius  

 

Letters and expressions 

ΔP    Pressure drop 

Φ   Sphericity 

α    Packed bed voidage 

µ    Fluid viscosity 

ρ   Fluid density 

U   Fluid velocity 

dp   Diameter of the particle 

ΔPmf    Pressure drop at minimum fluidization 

ΔVmf    minimum fluidization velocity 

db   Dry basis 
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1 Introduction 

There is a growing demand for renewable energy options in the world due to negative 

environmental impacts of fossil fuels and in terms of energy security too. Biomass is one of 

the choices of many nations when they set their renewable energy targets, due to its less 

environmental impacts. There are many types of biomass resources including wood and wood 

wastes, agricultural crops and their waste byproducts, municipal solid waste, animal wastes, 

waste from food processing, aquatic plants and algae[1].But it is important that the harnessing 

of chemical energy stored in biomass should be environmentally and economically 

sustainable. 

The biomass utilization technologies can be classified in to four, which are, direct combustion 

processes, thermochemical processes, biochemical processes and agrochemical processes [1]. 

Pyrolysis and gasification of biomass can be introduced as thermochemical conversion 

processes which can utilize the biomass for obtaining a considerable energy yield. 

Gasification is a complex process and it is crucial to properly describe and combine the 

biomass characterization, solid fuel devolatilization, secondary reactions in the gas phase and 

char gasification features [2]. 

There are different modes and designs of gasification processes and it is important to consider 

the economical sustainability and required quality of product gas when selecting an 

appropriate type of gasifier for a particular application. Biomass steam gasification is seemed 

to be a promising technology that enables to obtain a high quality product gas with 

considerable heating value for advanced applications such as CHP cycles, which generate 

electricity with higher efficiencies. 

Gasification process is involved with number of endothermic reactions and demands for 

energy. Being an allothermal process, steam gasification requires energy to be supplied 

externally [3].Hence Dual Fluidized Beds (DFB) have been developed as a solution to 

overcome this challenge by providing the required heat to the gasification reactor through the 

circulating hot bed materials[4]. 

 For a successful design and operation of a gasification reactor, it is important to have a 

thorough knowledge regarding to the influence of fuel and operating parameters on the 

process [5]. The fuel composition, size of feed biomass, operating temperature, steam flow 

rate and temperature, bed material, use of catalysts, and change of many other variables might 

affect the gasification process significantly. Even though the experimental methods are fine 

for investigating the effect of these parameters, it is time consuming and can be a waste of 

energy and resources. Use of a computational tool for simulating this complex process would 

help in many ways to optimize the biomass gasification process. This study will focus on 

simulation of the biomass steam gasification process using the Computational Particle Fluid 

Dynamics (CPFD) software ‘BARRACUDA VRTM 
Series 15’ aiming the optimization. 
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2 Problem description
Theaim of this projectis to optimizethebiomasssteamgasificationprocessby performinga

computationalstudy.Therearesomesuccessstoriesregardingto theDFB steamgasification,

andthe reactorconceptusedin the biomassCHP plant in Guessing/Austria,wasreferredin

this study [4]. The DFB technology enablesa successfuloperation of biomass steam

gasificationprocessas it separatesthe combustionzonefrom the gasificationzone.In this

process,the biomassgasification occurs in the gasifier and the non-convertedchar is

transferedto the combustortogetherwith circulatedbed materials,where the combustion

reactionstakeplacebetweenremainingcharandair. This producesnecessaryheatenergyto

supplyin to thegasifierin themeansof recirculatedhotbedmaterials[6].

As definedin the gasificationreactorusedin Guessing/Austria,five main materialstreams

were identified in and out of the reactor.Theseare inlet biomassstream,steaminput, bed

materialandunconvertedcharout to thecombustor,hot bedmaterialfrom thecombustorand

theproductgasoutlet.This is illustratedin Figure6-1 [4].

For the simplicity, the combustorwas removedfrom the simulationset up by considering

only the gasifier,but havingall the identified materialstreams.The gasificationreactorwas

replacedby acylindricalreactorwhich hasadiameterof 8.4cm.

BarracudaVRTM Series15 is usedas the software tool and it facilitates to perform the

simulations,including necessarychemicalreactionswith their kinetics. Effect of changing

importantoperatingparameters suchasbiomassfeedparticlesize,sizeof the bedmaterials,

steamtemperatureand the steamflow rate are checkedthrough the simulations for the

optimizationof thebiomasssteamgasificationreactor.

%LRPDVV
LQWRWKHEHG

3URGXFW*DV

6WHDP

5HF\FOH

2XWWRWKH
FRPEXVWRU

Figure2-1:Inlet andoutletmaterialstreamsof a DFB gasifier
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3 Theory 

This chapter contains the specific theoretical information that is relevant as the background 

knowledge for the optimization and simulation purposes of biomass steam gasification 

process.  

3.1 Biomass Resources 

 The biomass resources that can be used for gasification can be classified in to three major 

categories such as wastes, forest products, and energy crops. Table 3.1 shows some examples 

for each category of these biomass resources [1]. The major constituents of the biomasses are 

hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin [2]. Different categories of biomass yield different product 

compositions in pyrolysis and  gasification due to the differences in the proportion of their 

constituent elements and according to the process conditions. For example, higher char yields 

can be observed in the devolatilization of agricultural residues such as rice straw, in 

comparison to woody biomass. One reason is the higher lignin content in agricultural residues 

and that means it contains more carbon. This trend increases with the increase of process 

temperature [7]. Some more information related to the constituents of different fuels and 

biomass types are included in Appendix 3. 

 According to the proximate analysis, the biomass contains volatile matter, fixed carbon, some 

amount of moisture and ash. The ash content is also varied from one type of biomass to the 

other. Fewer amount of ash content in the biomass, reduces the operational problems. Olive 

stones are one example of biomass which has very low ash content (0.6 wt. %, db.) and 

currently used in the steam gasification process [8].  

 

Table 3-1: Types of biomass resources 

Wastes Forest products Energy crops 

Agricultural  production 
and processing wastes 

Wood Short rotation woody crops 

Crop residues Logging residues Herbaceous woody crops 

Mill wood waste Trees, shrubs, and wood 
residues 

Starch crops (corn, wheat 
and Barley) 

Urban wood wastes Saw dust, bark from forest 
clearings 

Sugar crops,(cane and beet) 

Urban organic wastes  Oil seed crops(Soybean, 
sunflower) 
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3.2 Fluidizing Beds

Fluidizedbedsinvolve particulatesolid materialsandfluid streams.The principal hereis to

passa fluid upwardsthrougha solid bed.A pressuredropis createdin thesolid beddueto the

drag force appliedby the fluid on the solid material.When the weight of the bed material

equalsto the fluid drag force,theparticlesaresuspendedin fluid mediumwithout restingon

each other. Fluidized beds are widely used in many industries for performing various

chemicalandphysicalprocesses,aimingenhancedproductyieldsandefficientoperation.

There are different designsof fluidized bedsdependingon the application.Some of the

designsaim for heat recoverywhile othersaim easytransportationor gascleaning.Some

examplesfor suchdesignsareshownin Figure3-1[9].

3.2.1 Fluidization flow regimes

The main fluidization flow regimesthat can be experiencedwithin a fluidized bed can be

named as bubbling fluidization, turbulent fluidization, fast fluidization and pneumatic

conveying[10]. Figure3-2 illustrateshow a solid particulatebedcanbehavewhenthe fluid

velocity is graduallyincreased[11].

(a) Fixedbedregime

This regimerefersto wherethefluid flow rateis too low to counterbalancethe

weightof thebedmaterial.Thereforethebedremainsstationary.

Figure3-1: Differentdesignsof fluidizedbeds
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(b) Minimum Fluidization

At this point the weight of the bed mass is counter balanced by the

hydrodynamicforcesexertedon thebeddueto thefluid flow rate.This point is

unstableand it has the tendencyof easily converting in to a fixed bed or

progressin to bubbling fluidization regimedueto a small changein the flow

rate [11]�7KH IOXLGYHORFLW\DWPLQLPXPIOXLGL]DWLRQLVFDOOHGDVµ0LQLPXP

IOXLGL]DWLRQYHORFLW\¶�7KH EHGVWDUWVWRH[SDQGEH\RQGWKHPLQLPXP

fluidizationvelocity.

(c) Bubblingbedregime

A slight increaseto theminimum fluidization flow rateresultswith bubblesin

thebed.Thisstageis thenknownto bebubblingbedregime.

(d) Sludgingbed

Whenthe fluid velocity is further increasedit leadsto largebubblesand this

phenomenoncanbesignificantin narrowreactors.

(e) Turbulentbedregime

When the pressurevariation of the bed is startedto level-off via the fluid

velocity increment,it can be regardedas the starting point of turbulent bed

regime.But the transitionpoint of the bubbling and turbulentflow regimeis

hardto define[12].

(f) Pneumaticbedregime

Thebedmaterialis startedto flow pneumaticallywith thefluid flow at thisstage.

Figure 3-2:Fluidization flow regimes
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3.2.2 Pressure drop across a fluidized bed

The pressuredrop acrossa fluidizing bed rises with the superficial velocity of the fluid

appliedon the solid bed,until it reachesthe minimum fluidization velocity. When the bed

weightis equalto thefluid dragforceit reachestheminimumfluidization andfurtherincrease

of superficialvelocity leadsto level-off thepressuredropacrossthebed.This phenomenonis

shownin Figure3-3 [13]. Whenthevelocity is kept increasing,the solid bedwould undergo

thepneumatictransportstageandthenthepressuredropwill startto decreasebackaccording

to thefigure.

7KH(UJXQ¶VHTXDWLRQVKRZQLQ(TXDWLRQ(3-1), can be usedto calculatethe pressuredrop

acrossa fixed beduntil it reachesminimumfluidization [14].

3.3 Gasification Technology

Gasificationis a thermochemicalprocess,usedto breakdownthe carbonaceousfeed stocks

into a useful productgas.The gascompositioncanvary dependingon the type of biomass

used,the gasificationagent,the temperature,and other physicalparameters.Gasificationis

the latestdiscoveredoption for harnessingtheenergyout of biomass.Nowadaysit is usedin

electricity generationfield to generateelectricity,usingcombinedcycle gasturbinesystems,

achievinghigherefficienciesup to 50 % [1].

The feedstocksundergopyrolysis prior to the gasification,due to the presenceof required

temperatureand in the absenceof air. The feedstockis mainly broken down to liquid,

charcoal and non-condensablegasesduring this thermochemicalprocess[1]. Pyrolysis

productcompositioncanvary dependingon the temperature,heatingrateandgasresidence

Figure3-3:Pressuredrop vsvelocity
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time [1]. If thefastpyrolysisconditionssuchashighheattransferrateto thebiomassparticles

andshortvaporresidencetime arethere,a liquid fuel is produced thathasa high yield of 70-

80%, basedon the startedbiomassweight [15]. For generatingmore combustiblegasses,it

requiresa highertemperature,lower heatingrateandlong gasresidencetime [1].Typically the

pyrolysis processoccurs in the temperaturerangeof 650K ± 800K [1] .The increaseof

pyrolysis temperatureleads to decreaseof liquid and char while increasingthe gas yield

[16].Theresultedcharis thensubjectedto thegasificationprocesswhich involvesa seriesof

heterogeneousandhomogeneousreactions.Gasificationhasdifferentdefinitionsbasedon the

gasificationagentit uses,suchassteamgasification,air gasificationandOxygengasification.

Gasification reactionsare endothermicand demandsfor energy[5]. When the gasification

agent is air or Oxygen, it virtually createsa partial oxidation zone within the reactor to

generatethe requiredenergyvia the exothermiccombustionreactions.But the amountof

2[\JHQ�DLUPXVWEHFRQWUROOHGVRWKDWLWGRHVQ¶WGLVUXSWWKHFRQGLWLRQVIRUJDVLILFDWLRQ�%XWWKH

condition changesin steamgasification as there is no room for exothermiccombustion

reactions.Henceit requiresanadditionalenergysupplyin to thereactor.

Figure3-4 showsthe experimentalresultsin yield of carbonaceousgassesandH2 during the

pyrolysis and gasificationstages,testedin a CDBFB, for white oak saw dust, at different

temperatures[6].

Tar formationis a highly discussedmatterregardingto thebiomassgasificationprocess.This

is undesirabledueto the problemsit causesby condensingin the processequipment,in the

enginesand turbines, that use the product gas in end applications [17].The minimum

allowabletar anddustcontentin thegassesis 10mg/m-3 andthe averagetar concentrationin

the exit gasfrom a fluidized bed gasifier is around10g/m-3[17]. Different approachesare

beingtakento reducethe tar contentin theproductgas.Useof catalyticbedmaterialsin the

gasificationreactor is seemedto be a promising solution and Nickel basedcatalysts and

olivine areamongthesematerials[18].

Figure 3-4: Yieldof gassesin pyrolysisandgasificationstagesfor whiteoak
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3.3.1 Types of Gasifiers

Thedesignof gasificationreactorsvary dependingon the bedmaterialmovement, direction

of biomassintroductionand productgasmovement,gasificationagent,mediumutilization

and etc. Considering different gasifier designs found in literature, a summary for the

classificationof gasificationreactorswasdoneasshownin Figure3-5.

Dry Ash Gasifiers

SlaggingGasifiers

SuspendedParticle

Gasifiers

FixedBedGasifiers

UpdraftGasifiers

DowndraftGasifiers

FluidizedBed

Gassifers

CrossDraft Gasifiers

Classificationof

Gasificationprocesses

Accordingto the

medium

utilization

Accordingto thedirection

of fuel andproducergas

Accordingto the

mannerof ashremoval

Figure3-5:Classificationof gasificationreactors
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3.3.2 Fluidized bed gasifiers

The gasification processoccurs in fluidized bed gasifiers consistsof initial drying, fast

pyrolysis of solid fuel and gasificationof resultantchars[19]. Due to the propermixing,

fluidized bedsprovide enhancedgassolid contactwhich ultimately leadsto high reaction

ratesandconversionefficiencies[5].

Steam,air and Oxygen are some examplesfor gasificationagentsused in fluidized bed

gasifiersandthis canbevariedupontheapplication.Steamgasificationin fluidized bedshas

a growingconcern dueto themajordrawbacksof air andOxygengasification,andalsoseems

to beeconomicallyfeasibleandqualitativelyfavourableoption.

The biomassis difficult to fluidize alonedue to their unevenshapes,variation of sizesand

densities.Thereforeit is a usualpracticeto usea specificbed materialsuchas silica sand,

aluminaor calciteto facilitate the biomassfluidization. On the otherhandthis bedmaterial

actsasaheattransfermediumin to thereactortoo [20].

In fluidized bedgasifiers,the pyrolysisstepis a shortprocessthat generatesbasicallysolid

charandvolatile gases.But duringthegasificationstageit involvesa seriesof heterogeneous

reactionsthat occursbetweengasificationagentandreactantsaswell as resultantgasesand

reactants[19]. It is possibleto havehomogeneousreactionsamongthegeneratedgasspecies

too. Hencegasificationis a muchslowerprocessin comparisonto the initial pyrolysisandit

is dominantthroughoutthewholegasificationprocess[19].

3.3.3 Biomass Steam Gasification

Biomasssteamgasificationhasthe ability to producea quality productgaswhich comprises

H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and H2O with negligible amountof N2 and heavyhydrocarbons.This

productgashasa mediumcalorific value rangesfrom 12-14 MJ/Nm3 and this is far better

than the low calorific product gas resultedfrom air gasification [21]. The summaryof

biomassgasificationprocessis illustratedby Figure3-6.

Figure 3-6:Biomasssteamgasificationprocess
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The product gas produced by bio mass air gasification generally contains 8-14 vol.% of H2, 

while the fluidized-bed steam gasification process is capable of producing a gas with a 30-60 

vol.% of H2, but this technology requires the steam temperature to be higher than 7000C 

[22].When the steam is used as the gasification agent, it requires external heat energy, because 

there is no partial oxidation takes place to self-supply the heat for the process as in air 

gasification [4]. But for providing the required energy, it is important to let the combustion to 

takes place within the gasifier by supplying some air in to it. Then this will again cause extra 

problems such as, product gas dilution with N2 in the air and partial oxidation of valuable 

volatile gasses in to CO2 [6]. DFB is a better technique for supplying the necessary energy 

demand for the steam gasification process [5]. DFB steam gasifiers are generally connected 

with a combustor to supply the heat energy required for endothermic gasification reactions via 

the circulated hot bed materials. The temperature in a fluidized bed gasification zone is 

typically around 8500C (1123K)[23].The steam gasification process in a DFB reactor is 

illustrated schematically by Figure 3-7 [24]. 

High char content is preferred in steam gasification of bio mass, desiring more Carbon to 

react with steam and aiming a less tar content in products. A high char production can be 

expected from a process when there is a low temperature, low heating rate and a long gas 

residence time. But when the aim is to have more combustible gasses, then a higher 

temperature is preferred with lower heating rate and a longer gas residence time for the 

pyrolysis step [1].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Gasification process in a DFB 
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3.4 Computational Particle Fluid Dynamics (CPFD) and 

Gasification 

Different methods have been used to model the particulate multiphase flows. According to 

previous studies, continuum approach for both liquid and solid phases or continuum approach 

for the fluid and Lagrangian computational model for the particle phase has been used [25-

31]. The two fluid continuum approach has many draw backs when it comes to the modeling 

of flows with different particle types and sizes [32, 33]. On the other hand this approach uses 

an averaging procedure which leads to many unclosed terms [31]. 

DPM is another model used for modeling the solid fluid flow behavior. It uses a finite number 

of discrete semi rigid particles interacting through contact forces and transferring momentum 

to and from the fluid by a drag closure model [25].This model is used in ANSYS FLUENT 

software to simulate the particulate flows. Even though it enables flows with wide range of 

particle types, sizes, shapes and velocities it limits its usage when the particle volume fraction 

is greater than 5%. This is due to the high collision frequency and the computational 

complexity that occurs in the presence of dense particle flows [34]. Therefore DPM solutions 

have been limited to the order of 2×105 number of particles and two dimensional solutions 

without a fluid phase [29]. 

The CPFD method developed by Snider [35] is suitable for modeling the reacting, thermal, 

particle laden fluid flows regardless of the solid volume fraction in the fluid (G0). It 

incorporates the numerical methodology called ‘multi-phase-partcle-in-cell’ (MP-PIC) [27, 

35].This is a hybrid numerical method that uses Eulerian computational grid for solving the 

fluid phase and Lagrangian computational particles for modeling the solid phase [33]. The 

CPFD approach enables to solve the fluid and particle equations in three dimensions. 

Averaged Navier-Stokes equations which are strongly coupled with particle phase are used to 

describe the fluid dynamics, while particle momentum equations are ordinary differential 

equations with coupling to the fluid [35]. In the CPFD scheme, particles that have similar 

properties are defined as a numerical particle and this numerical particle is similar to a 

numerical control volume where a spatial region has a single property for the fluid[36].  

‘Barracuda VR 
TM
’, the commercial software used in this study includes the CPFD approach 

for solving particle laden fluid flows. 

Biomass steam gasification involves different streams of particle laden fluid flows. Especially 

biomass inlet streams and recycling streams contains higher particle volume fractions. Based 

on the applications there is a range of biomass types, sizes, shapes and velocities. Hence it 

was understood that ‘Barracuda’ is one of the best available tools for simulating biomass 

steam gasification process. 
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4 Model validation
An experimentwasperformedto checkfor thedeviationof simulationresultsfrom thatof the

experimental.Thetestrig of a fluidized bedat TelemarkUniversityCollegewasusedfor the

experiment.Glassbeadswereusedasthebedmaterialandair wasthefluidizing agent.There

werepressuresensorsplacedin the bedandsix pressuresensorswereconsideredfrom 3cm,

13cm,23cm,33cm,43cmand53cmabovethe air distributorrespectively.Theheightof the

bedmaterialwas52.5cm. Figure4-1 showsasketchof thetestrig.

Pressuresensor2

Pressuresensor4

8.4cm

140cm

10cm

Air inlet

Bedof glass

beads
52.5cm

Air distributor

Pressuresensor5

Pressuresensor3

Pressuresensor1

Figure4-1: Sketchof thetestrig for thefluidization
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The air flow was adjustedto give the requiredair velocity in to the bed and the pressure

sensorswere connectedto a Labview programfor dataacquisition.The pressurereadings

wererecordedby the pressuresensors,correspondingto eachair flow rate.A sieveanalysis

wasperformed,andtheparticledistributionof the bedmaterialwasfound to be300-400µm.

The simulationswere run underthe sameconditionsas in the experiment(samegeometry,

samesize rangeof bed materials,sameinlet velocities, isothermal and without chemical

reactions)usingBarracuda.TheexperimentalandthesimulationresultsareplottedFigure4-2

and the resultsagreedwell. Both the experimental and the simulation resultshighlight a

minimum fluidization velocity of 0.14m/s.This result provesthat the simulationresultsare

acceptableandthemodelcanbeusedin thefuturework.

Figure 4-2: Pressuredrop vsvelocity
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5 Simulation of cellulosic biomass gasification
7KLVFKDSWHUH[SODLQVKRZ WKHµ%DUUDFXGD¶VRIWZDUHZDV XVHGWRRSWLPL]HWKHVWHDP

gasificationprocess.Basicallythe studywill be donein sevensubcases,by varying thesize

of bedmaterial,sizeof feedparticles,the steamflow rateandsteamtemperature by aiming

thequalityof productgas.Thebiomassis consideredto bemadeup of 65%volatilesand35%

fixed carbonfor thesimplicity [37].

5.1 Geometry and Mesh

A cylindrical geometry of 8.4cm diameter and 140cm height was consideredfor the

gasificationreactor.Five streamswere consideredas steaminput, biomassinput, hot bed

material recycle,char and bed materialout and productgasout from the top surface.The

geometryandtheinputandoutputstreamsareshownin Figure5-1.

10cm

20cm

10cm

Productgasout

Hot materialrecycle

Bedmaterialout

Steamin

Biomassin

Initial bedheight

Freebedheight

100cm

8.4cm

20cm

Figure 5-1:Simulationsetup for biomasssteamgasification
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The geometrywas drawnusingSolid works software,importedto BarracudaDVµ�67/¶ ILOH

and meshed,so that the meshcan be adequatelycoveredby the cylindrical volume. The

irregularitiesof meshingwere overcomeby adding and moving grid lines acrossx, y, z

directionsas facilitatedin Barracuda.Theadvancedoptionsenabledto mergeandremovethe

small cells which havevolumefraction lessthan0.04.The summaryof meshis recordedin

Table5-1. TheCAD geometryandthemeshedcylinderareshownin Figure 5-2 (a)and(b).

Table5-1: Thesummaryof themesh

X range(m) 0-0.084

Y range(m) 0.000-0.0889

Z range 0.002-1.399

Numberof x grid cells(nx) 7

Numberof y grid cells(ny) 6

Numberof z grid cells(nz) 116

Totalnumberof realcells 4408

Figure 5-2:(a)TheCAD geometry(b)Themeshedgeometry
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5.2 Assumptions 

The simulations are based on the following assumptions. 

 Concerning the absence of air in the reactor, combustion reactions are neglected  

 Biomass is broken in to 65% volatile gases and 35%char in the pyrolysis stage [37] 

 The density of the biomass is close to that of softwood chips and assumed to be 

180kg/m3 in dry and ash free basis [38]. 

 Biomass is well dried and the water content is negligible. 

 There is negligible Sulfur and Nitrogen content in the biomass fuel 

 Biomass char is considered as mainly the pure carbon [19, 39]. 

  The size of the char particles is assumed to remain constant within the gasifier bed.  

 The char coming from the combustion reactor becomes 1/10th of its original size after 

undergoing the combustion reactions. 

 According to Kern et al, [3] for a circulated fluidized bed steam gasification rector, the 

carbon conversion is typically higher than 99% for the whole system when the char 

present in the product gas stream is neglected. 

 Gasification occurs at the temperature of 8500C (1123K) [23].  

 Product gas mainly contains CO, CO2, H2, CH4 and H2O gases. 

5.3 Input data 

There are five streams which come in and go out of the biomass gasification reactor as 

explained in chapter 2, under the problem description. Table 5-2 shows the general data of the 

specific streams in and out of the gasification reactor during the simulations. 

According to Kern etal [3], the gasification was assumed to occur at the height in the middle 

of the bubbling bed and therefor, the biomass feed was fed at the middle of the static bed 

assuming there will not be a considerable change of the height when the bed is fluidized. 

Biomass pyrolysis occurs at the initial stage prior to the gasification stage and the released gas 

composition of volatile gases was recalculated from the data taken from literature [40].These 

pyrolysis data had been found for Birch wood with nearly 30% char generation and tar 

released conditions. Hence the recalculated data are approximations and mentioned in the 

Table 5-3. 
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Table 5-2:Input data for the material streams 

Biomass inlet stream 

Solid Cellulosic biomass 

Fluid Steam/CO2 

Particle size (Vary on the case) 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) (Vary on the case) 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) (Vary on the case) 

Temperature(K) (Vary on the case) 

Steam in to the reactor 

Temperature (K) Vary on the case 

Pressure (bar) 1 

Flow rate (m/s) Vary on the case 

Inlet area fraction 1 

Bed material out to the combustor 

Solid 20%Char, 80% SiO2 

Fluid Steam 

Flow rate(kg/h) Vary on the case 

Temperature 1123K(8500C) 

Bed material recycle from the combustor 

Solid 1%Char, 99%SiO2 

Fluid H2O 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) Vary on the case 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) Vary on the case 

Temperature 1473K(12000C) 

Bed material 

Composition 20%C, 80%SiO2 

Char Particle 

size(mm) 

1 

SiO2 Particle size Vary on the case 
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Table 5-3: Gas mass fractions resulted from pyrolysis 

Gas component Mass fraction  

CO 0.48 

CO2 0.343 

H2 0.011 

CH4 0.166 

 

5.4 Chemistry 

The possible Chemical reactions which are considered to occur in a steam gasification reactor 

are Steam gasification (R1), CO2 gasification (R2), Methanation (R3) and Water gas shift 

reaction. These reactions are listed from Equation (5-1) to (5-4). 

R1 is dominant in a steam gasification reactor and R2 that is dominant when the gasification 

medium is air or Oxygen. The rate of reaction of R1 is higher than R2. R3 is mainly occurred 

with freshly devolatilized char. The reaction involves a volume increase, and hence high 

pressure and rapid heating encourage the reaction [41].  

R4 is the most important reaction that is involved to generate more H2. No volume increase is 

involved with this reaction and therefore it is insensitive to changes in pressure. The gas yield 

at equilibrium is reduced with increasing temperature and hence a lower temperature is 

seemed to be better. A higher temperature is important to maintain higher reaction rates too. 

Hence, in this situation, catalysts are required to achieve favorable yields through this reaction 

[41]. 

These chemical reactions and their kinetics were included in the simulations under the 

chemistry data input. The forward and backward reactions were taken into account and the 

reaction rates are tabulated in Table 5.4, with relevant to the reaction. The reaction heats for 

the involved reactions at 8500C are shown in Table 5-5 [3]. Heat of reactions highlight, that 

the reaction R1 and R2 are highly endothermic while the reaction R3 and R4 are mildly 

exothermic. Anyhow, the net heat of reactions is endothermic and this tells the gasification 

process demands for energy. 

  

(R1); Steam gasification 

 

 
  2

1

1
2 HCOOHsC

fr

br
 (5-1) 
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(R2); CO2 gasification  

  

 

(R3); Methanation  

 

 

(R4); Water gas shift 

 

 

 

Table 5-4: Rate of reactions for the gasification involved reactions 

 

Table 5-5:Heat of reactions for the gasification involved reactions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reaction Reaction rate 

Steam gasification [42]  

 

CO2 gasification [42]  

 

Methanation [42]  

 

Water gas shift [43, 44]  

 

Reaction Heat of reaction ΔHR,850  [kJ/mol] 

Steam gasification +135.7 

CO2 gasification +169.4 

Methanation -89.8 

Water gas shift -33.6 

  COCOsC
fr

br
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2
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5.5 Boundary conditions and Initial conditions 

Boundary conditions were defined at material inlet and outlet points. The defined boundary 

conditions are presented in the Table 5-6. The steam input, biomass input, recycle input and 

the bed material output points were defined as ‘Flow boundary conditions’. The product gas 

outlet surface was defined as ‘Pressure boundary conditions’. 

Barracuda demands the initial conditions for both the fluid and particle phases. Hence they 

were defined with reference to the grid geometry. The cylindrical gasification reactor was 

initially filled with pure N2 under the atmospheric pressure at a temperature of 1123K 

(8500C). With regarding to the particles, it was initially filled with 20% char and 80% SiO2 

which has an initial bed temperature of 1123K. The close pack volume fraction was defined to 

be 0.6.  

 

Table 5-6:Boundary conditions 

Material stream Location Boundary condition 

Steam input Bottom face of the gasifier Flow BC 

Gas outlet Upper face of the gasifier Pressure BC 

Feed biomass in 20cm upwards from the 

bottom surface 

Flow BC 

Char and bed material out 10cm upwards from the 

bottom surface facing from 

opposite side of feed biomass 

Flow BC 

Char and bed material 

recycle 

30cm upwards from the 

bottom surface facing from 

opposite side of feed biomass 

Flow BC 
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5.6 Sub cases 

Different parameters were changed in the following cases to study about the effect of bed 

material size, feed biomass particle size, steam temperature and the gasification agent over the 

output gas quality. The difference of each case is explained in the following subcases. 

5.6.1 Case-A; larger size bed material, low biomass feed flow 

The specialty of Case-A is the size of the bed material (SiO2) which was selected to be 2mm. 

The variables used in this case are tabulated in Table 5-7. 

 

Table 5-7: Input data for Case-A 

Biomass inlet stream 

Fluid Steam 

Particle size(mm) 1 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) 10 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 10 

Steam in to the reactor 

Temperature (K) 900 

Flow rate (m/s) 0.12 

Bed material out to the combustor 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 3.6×10-9 

Bed material recycle from the combustor 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) 10 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 10 

Bed material 

SiO2 Particle size(mm) 2 
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5.6.2 Case-B; Smaller bed material size, higher biomass feed 

flow with system mass controller 

From Case-B onwards (All the other cases except Case-A), the size of bed materials were 

lowered down to 0.5mm which is 1/4th of the size from Case-A. The special aim of this case is 

to observe the effect of discrete supply of biomass in to the reactor, by introducing a 

controller into the biomass feed stream. The case specific data is tabulated in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-8:Input data for Case-B 

Biomass inlet stream 

Fluid Steam 

Particle size(mm) 1 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) 36 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 3.6 

Steam in to the reactor 

Temperature (K) 900 

Flow rate (m/s) 0.001 

Bed material out to the combustor 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 1.8×10-3 

Bed material recycle from the combustor 

Solid flow rate(kg/h) 36 

Fluid flow rate(kg/h) 3.6 

Bed material 

SiO2 Particle size(mm) 0.5 

5.6.3 Case-C to Case-G; Smaller bed material size, higher 

biomass feed flow with adjusted flow of bed material out 

Case B was modified by increasing the rate of bed material and char flow, out of the reactor at 

the bottom to formulate Case-C. The aim was to avoid interruptions to the feed biomass due 

to the controller action and to assure the constant bed mass. In case D, the steam temperature 

was reduced down to 500K to investigate the effect of steam temperature for the gasification 

process. Case E was performed to study about the effect of increased input velocity on the 

steam gasification process. Hence the steam velocity was increased ten times compared to 
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Case C and the other variables were kept constant. Case-F was aimed to study about the effect 

of replacing H2O with CO2 in the biomass feed stream. Therefore the H2O in the Case-C was 

replaced with CO2 in Case-F and other variables were kept unchanged. The size of biomass 

was increased up to 5mm in Case-G. This is five times bigger than in the previous cases. The 

rest of the variables were kept as in Case-C. These data is summarized in Table 5-9. The 

variables which were changed in each case are highlighted for the clarity. 

 

Table 5-9: Input data for Case-C to Case-G 

 

 

 

Case number C D E F G 

Biomass inlet stream 

Fluid Steam Steam Steam CO2 Steam 

Particle size(mm) 1 1 1 1 5 

Solid flow 

rate(kg/h) 

36 36 36 36 36 

Fluid flow 

rate(kg/h) 

3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Steam in to the 

reactor 

 

Temperature (K) 900 500 900 900 900 

Flow rate (m/s) 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.001 

Bed material out to 

the combustor 

 

Fluid flow 

rate(kg/h) 

1.44×10-2 1.44×10-2 1.44×10-2 1.44×10-2 1.44×10-2 

Bed material recycle from the combustor 

Solid flow 

rate(kg/h) 

36 36 36 36 36 

Fluid flow 

rate(kg/h) 

3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Bed material 

SiO2 Particle 

size(mm) 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
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6 Results 

This chapter includes the results of seven simulation cases.  All the graphical results are taken 

at 15s of simulation time for the clarity of explanation and to avoid complications.   

6.1 Case-A 

In Case-A the simulation was run with 2mm size SiO2 as the bed material. Figure 6-1 shows 

the molar composition of product gas. The fraction of CO is 42%, CH4 is 25%, CO2 is 19% 

and H2 is 14%. Initially, a fluctuation of the gas composition was observed, but after very 

short time the composition is stable.  

According to Figure 6-2, which shows the rate of gas production with time, CO is produced in 

the highest rate and H2 in the lowest rate. CH4 is seen to be produced in a higher rate than 

expected in comparison to H2.  

Figure 6-3 shows the cumulative gas production with time. Accordingly the total combustible 

gas production (CO, CH4, H2) during the 20s time period is 16 ×10-3Sm3. This can be 

predicted as 70 Sm3/day. 

The individual gas mass fractions of H2, CO and H2O across the reactor cross sectional area at 

15s are illustrated in Figure 6-4. The overall water mass fraction at the outlet of the reactor 

was calculated and it is as high as 84%. The rest 16% is the product gas. The biomass inlet 

region has high product gas concentration and the water concentration is dropped from 

bottom steam inlet to top where the product gas is taken out. But the water concentration is 

seemed to be lowest around the biomass inlet point. 

As shown in Figure 6-5, the bed mass is kept nearly steady over the simulation time. The 

particle volume fraction, particle mass fraction of SiO2 and C are shown in Figure 6-6 (a), (b) 

and (c) respectively at 15s of simulation. The bed seems to fluidize well and the particles 

remain within the reactor without being transported out with the gas flow. The calculated 

amount of particles released out with product gas stream is 33% of the input mass (biomass 

input and recycle input), which is considerable.  

The pressure, temperature and the vector magnitude is shown by Figure 6-7(a), (b) and (c) 

respectively. The pressure is higher in the bottom bed region and gradually reduced across the 

bed. The pressure drop across the bed is 3000pa at 15s.The temperature seemed to be uniform 

within the reactor around 1125K except the red spot of hot bed material at the recycle point. 

The vector magnitude is to show the instantaneous fluid velocity at the given time. According 

to the Figure 6-7(c), which is an enlarged section of the bottom part of the reactor, the fluid 

velocity is higher at the hot bed material recycle point and at the biomass feed point as well as 

in some areas across the reactor upwards. The velocity is more or less zero around the point 

where the char and bed material is discharged out. 
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Figure 6-2: Rateof gasproductionvstime

Figure 6-1: Molar compositionof productgasvstime
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Figure 6-3: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure 6-4: Massfraction of (a)H2 (b)CO(C)H2Oat 15s
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Figure6-6:(a)Particlevolumefraction (b) Massfraction of SiO2(c) Massfraction of C

Figure6-5: Reactorbedmassvstime
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6.2 Case-B

The bedmaterialsizewasreduceddown to 500µm in this case.To maintainapproximately

constantsystemmass,the biomassfeed and the recycle feed was increased.The required

steaminput velocitywasloweredto 0.001m/sdueto reductionof bedmaterialsizein orderto

avoid the pneumatictransportof bed material. In addition, a controller was given to the

biomassfeedto controlthesystemmass.Accordinglytheminimumallowedbedmasswasset

to 2.6kgandmaximumwassetto 2.61kg.

The product gascompositionis shownin Figure 6-8 and there is no significant difference

from Case-A. Figure 6-9 illustrates the rate of gas production over the time. The gas

productionis variedperiodicallysuchthat the gasis producedfor sometime in constantrate

andthendroppeddownperiodically.Still theleadingcomponentis CO.

Figure 6-7:(a) Pressure(b) Temperature(c) Fluid velocityvectorsacrosscrosssection
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The cumulative gas production is presentedby Figure 6-10 and the total production of

combustiblegasesis around30×10-3Sm3 for thesimulatedtime andthis canbeextrapolatedto

130Sm3/day.This is approximatelytwice theproductionof Case-A.

As Figure6-11illustrates,thebedmassis fluctuatedbetween2.6kgto 2.61kg.Oncethe mass

reachestheupperlimit of thecontrollerit falls down to lower limit andthenstartsto rise up

again.

Figure 6-8: Molar compositionof productgasvstime

Figure6-9: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure6-10: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure6-11: Reactorbedmassvstime
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6.3 Case-C   

Case B was modified by increasing the bed material and char flow, out of the reactor at the 

bottom. The aim was to avoid interruptions to the feed biomass due to the controller action 

and to assure the constant bed mass. Figure 6-12 shows a similar product gas composition as 

for the previous cases at the reactor outlet. According to Figure 6-13, the rate of gas 

production has been improved compared to Case-A and Case-B, as the production is kept 

steady over the time. As Figure 6-14 illustrates, the cumulative gas production is also 

improved, showing a total cumulative combustible gas production of 60×10-3 Sm3 over 20s. 

This production can be predicted as 260 Sm3/day.  

The mass concentrations of H2, CO and H2O within the reactor and across the cross section 

are shown in Figure 6-15, Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 at 15s. The overall water mass fraction 

was calculated as 34% at the product gas outlet and this is conciderably lower than in Case-A. 

Figure 6-18 shows the bed mass over the simulation time and the trend assures a steady bed 

mass with insignificant fluctuations. 

The particle volume fraction, mass fraction of SiO2 and the mass fraction of C within the 

gasifier at 15s are illustrated in Figure 6-19(a), (b) and (c) respectively. According to these 

figures, there is a fraction of C particles that can be seen to release with the outlet gas stream. 

According to the calculations, the released particle amount at the outlet is 31% of the input 

mass.  

Figure 6-20(a), (b) and (c) are a representation of instantaneous pressure, temperature, and 

fluid vectors at 15s of simulation. The pressure drop across the bed is approximately 2000 Pa 

which is quite less than in Case-A. As shown in Figure 6-20(b), the reactor has low 

temperature regions especially in the upper part. The velocity vectors have not changed much, 

but upper region seems to accelerate more than in Case-A. 
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Figure 6-12: Molar compositionof productgasvstime

Figure 6-13: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure 6-14: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure6-15: Averagemassfraction of H2
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Figure6-16:Averagemassfraction of CO

Figure6-17: Avragemassfraction of H2O
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Figure6-18: Reactorbedmassvstime

Figure 6-19:(a)Particle volumefraction (b)Massfraction of SiO2(c)Massfraction of C
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6.4 Case-D

In caseD, thesteamtemperaturewasreduceddownto 500K to investigatetheeffectof steam

temperaturefor the gasification process.Figure 6-21 shows the molar fraction of gas

componentswith time andthecompositionshowsno differencefrom thepreviouscases.But

accordingto Figure6-22 andFigure6-23, the rateof gasproductionandthe cumulativegas

productionhasdecreasedsignificantly in comparisonto Case-C. The cumulativevolumeof

combustiblegassesis 42×10-3Sm3 over the simulationtime and this can be extrapolatedto

181Sm3/day.

Figure6-24 is a representationof gasmassfractionsof H2, CO andH2O. The overall water

massfractionwascalculatedas41%andthis is little higherthanin Case-C.

The reactorbedmassseemsto beconstantwithin thesimulationtime aspresentedin Figure

6-25. Figure6-26 showstheparticlevolumefraction,massfractionof SiO2 andC within the

reactorat 15s simulationtime. According to thesefigures it is visible that someamountof

particlesthat containmore Carbon,are releasedout with the product gas.The amountof

particlesreleasedat thereactoroutletwascalculatedas35%of theinput mass.

Figure6-20:(a)Pressure(b)Temperature(c)Fluid vectors acrosscrosssection
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The fluid pressure,temperatureand instantaneousvelocity, at 15s of simulation time, are

shownin Figure6-27(a), (b) and (C) respectively.The pressure drop acrossthe bedcanbe

approximatedas1100Paandthis is considerablylow in comparisonto theCase-A andCase-

C. The temperatureis seemedto vary significantly within the reactorand cold spotsand

regionsare visible abovethe bed. The trend of fluid velocity vectorslook similar to the

previouscases,but havehighervaluesat thefluid enteringpoints.

Figure6-21: Molar compositionof productgasvstime

Figure6-22: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure 6-23: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure 6-24 :Averagemassfraction of (a) H2 (b)CO(c)H2Oat 15s
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Figure 6-25: Reactorbedmassvstime

Figure6-26:(a)Particlevolumefraction (b)Massfraction of SiO2(c)Massfraction of C
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6.5 Case-E

CaseE wasperformedto studytheeffectof increasedinput velocity of thesteamgasification

process.Hencethe steamvelocity was ten times than in CaseC, and is now 0.01m/s.The

othervariableswerekeptconstant.

Figure6-28 showsthemolarcompositionof theproductgasat theoutletof thereactorandno

considerabledifferencesfrom thepreviouscasesareobserved.The rateof gasproductionfor

each componentis shown in Figure 6-29 and the results are somewhatcloser to gas

production rates in Case-C and higher than in Case-A. As shown in Figure 6-30, the

cumulativeproductionof combustiblegassesis 59×10-3 Sm3 and this can be predictedas

255Sm3/day.

Figure6-31 illustratesthe gasmassfractionsof H2, CO andH2O at 15sof simulationtime.

Accordingto the calculations,the overall watermassfraction in the productgasis 34% and

this is exactlythesameasin Case-C.

Figure 6-27:( a) Pressure(b)Temperature(c)Fluid velocityvectorsacrosscrosssection
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Thebedmassvariationof thereactorover thesimulationtime is shownin Figure6-32. Even

thoughthebedmassis seemedto benearlyconstant,it showsa decreasingtrend.As shownin

Figure6-33, somefraction of the particles,mainly C, in the reactorseemsto bereleasedout

with theproductgas.Calculationsshowthatthisamountis 31%of theinput mass.

Figure6-34(a), (b) and (c) showspressureprofile, temperatureand vectormagnitudeacross

the crosssectionat 15s.The pressuredrop acrossthe bed is approximately1800 Pa at the

moment.Thetemperatureis alsovariedin different regionsof the reactorwhile cold regions

canbeseenespeciallyin theupperpart of the reactor.Accordingto Figure6-34(c), thereare

distinct velocity profiles within the reactor.The velocity is higher at biomassinlet point, at

therecycleinputandin someregionsacrosstheupperpartof therector.

Figure 6-28: Molar compositionof productgasvstime
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Figure6-30: Cumulativegasproductionvstiime

Figure 6-29: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure6-31: Averagemassfraction of (c)H2 (b)CO(c)H2Oat 15s

Figure 6-32: Reactorbedmassvstime
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Figure 6-33:(a)Particle volumefraction (b)Massfraction of SiO2(c)Massfraction of C

Figure6-34:(a)Pressure(b)Temperature(c)Fluid velocityvectorsacrosscrosssection
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6.6 Case-F  

Case F- was aimed to study the effect of replacing H2O with CO2 in the biomass feed stream. 

Therefore H2O in Case-C was replaced with CO2 to in Case-F and other variables were kept 

unchanged. 

Figure 6-35 shows the gas composition of the product gas and this is quite different from the 

results of previous cases. The molar fractions of individual components show a fluctuating 

behavior instead of the steady production in previous cases using steam with the biomass 

inlet. On the other hand the molar composition of the present case is such that 38% of CO, 

30% of CO2, 23% of CH4 and 12% of H2. There is an increase of CO2% in the product gas 

and the same situation is revealed by Figure 6-36 which shows the rate of gas production over 

the simulation time. Hence there is more CO2, less H2 and CH4. According to the Figure 6-37, 

the cumulative production of combustible gasses is 61×10-3 Sm3 which can be extrapolated to 

264 Sm3 .This result shows no big difference from Case-C and Case-E. 

 Figure 6-38 illustrates the mass fractions of H2, CO, H2O and CO2. The significant change 

here is that the calculated overall mass fraction of H2O in product gas has been reduced down 

to 16%. The rest 84% is product gas and this condition is the opposite of Case-A. 

The bed mass variation over the simulation period is shown by Figure 6-39. Even though a 

nearly constant bed mass can be considered, it has a rising trend. Figure 6-40 shows the 

particle volume fraction and the mass fractions of SiO2 and C at 15s. According to the figure, 

a fraction of bed mass is released with the product gas and this was calculated as 30%. 

Figure 6-41(a), (b) and (c) shows the temperature, pressure and vector magnitude 

respectively. The pressure drop across the bed is 2300 Pa at the moment and the temperature 

of the reactor upper part seems colder than in the bed region. The appearance of the velocity 

vectors has no significant change from previous cases. 
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Figure6-35: Molar compositionof productgasvstime

Figure6-36: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure6-37: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure 6-38: Averagemassfraction of (a)H2(b)CO(c)H2O(d)CO2at 15s
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Figure6-39: Reactorbedmassvstime
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6.7 Case-G

Thesizeof biomasswasincreasedup to 5mm,in Case-G. This is five timesbiggerthanin the

previouscases.The restof the variableswerekept as in Case-C. The simulationresultsare

comparedwith Case-C, asa referencecase.Accordingto Figure6-42, themolarcomposition

is steadyandquite the sameasin CaseC. But the rateof gasproductionandthecumulative

gasproductioncurveshavesignificant improvementsas shown in Figure 6-43 and Figure

6-44. The cumulativegas productionof combustiblegasses,during the 20s of simulation

periodis 92×10-3 Sm3 andthiscanbepredictedasnearly400Sm3/day.

Figure6-45 showsthemassfractionsof H2, CO andH2O at15s.Accordingto calculationsthe

massfraction of the H2O is reducedsignificantly down to 25% at the reactoroutlet. This is

provedby Figure 6-45(c). The bed massis nearly constantaround2.6kg as presentedin

Figure 6-46. According to Figure 6-47, a proper fluidization is visible and the particles

releasedout at the reactoroutlet are very little in comparisonto the previouscases.The

calculatedamountof particlesin productgasis 19.5%of theinputmass.

Pressure,temperatureandvectormagnitudewithin thereactorat 15sof simulationareshown

in Figure6-48. Accordingly, the pressuredrop acrossthe bedis approximately1900Paand

Figure 6-41:(a)Pressure(b)Temperature(c)Fluid velocityvectorsacrosscrosssection
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the temperatureprofile high lights cold spots within the reactor.The instantaneousfluid

vectorsseemto bemuchhigheracrossthereactorin comparisonto thepreviouscases.
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Figure6-42: Molar compositionof productgasvstime

Figure 6-43: Rateof gasproductionvstime
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Figure6-44: Cumulativegasproductionvstime

Figure6-45: Averagemassfrction of (a)H2(b)CO(c)H2Oat 15s
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Figure6-46: Reactorbedmassvstime

Figure6-47:(a) Particle volumefraction (b)Massfraction of SiO2(c)Massfraction of C
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Figure 6-48:(a)Pressure(b)Temperature(c)Fluid velocityvectorsacrosscrosssection
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7 Discussion 

The results obtained in the seven cases are discussed in this chapter. The trends of plotted 

variables and a comparison between the cases are discussed, in order to derive the conclusions 

of the overall study. 

7.1 Consistency of gas production 

The main parameter that can be used to check the success of each case is to look at the 

product gas generated under particular conditions of each case. The consistency of the gas 

production has a higher importance as same as the volume of production. All the cases except 

Case-B were able to produce the product gas in a steady manner. This is visible in the figures 

that show the rate of production and the production curve fluctuates around a constant mean 

value. In case-B, the gas production is intermittent as shown in Figure 6-9 and it can be 

noticed a good correlation between the rate of production and pattern of bed mass variation 

which is shown in Figure 6-11.This depicts that a constant supply of bio mass and consistency 

of bed mass is a key factor that leads to a constant production. In addition, nearly constant 

curves of bed-mass shown in Figure 6-5, Figure 6-18, Figure 6-25, Figure 6-32, Figure 6-39 

and Figure 6-46 could be the reason for the steady production of combustible gasses which 

are shown in Figure 6-2, Figure 6-13, Figure 6-22, Figure 6-29, Figure 6-36 and Figure 6-42. 

7.2 Volume of production 

There are seven cases simulated in this study and Case-B was performed to inspect the 

controller action in the bio mass feed flow. Therefore Case-B is excluded in the comparison 

between cases. Figure 7-1 summarizes the percentage of product gas and steam content in the 

outlet gas stream. There is a clear reduction of the water content between Case-A and all the 

other cases. More moisture in the product gas may create problems such as extra efforts for 

moisture removal, prior to use and this raises the equipment cost as well as the maintenance 

cost too. The water content in ‘Case-A’ is more than 80%, while in all the other cases it is less 

than 40%. This result depicts that the size of bed material can make a big difference in 

product gas yield. Because in ‘Case-A’, the bed material size was four times bigger than the 

other cases. The other main advantage is that it reduction of the bed material size significantly 

reduced the demand of steam input for fluidization. In fact the steam input velocity in Case A 

was 0.12m/s and it was enough to supply steam in 0.001 m/s to fluidize the bed in the other 

cases which is a 120 times lower velocity. The results are confirmed by a study done by Kern 

et al [3], that the reduction of bed material particle size offers the possibility to operate the 

gasification reactor with a lower amount of steam for fluidization.  
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Figure 7-2 illustratesa bar graphthat showsthe daily productionof combustiblegassesin

eachcase.Case-A showstheleastpossibledaily production.This describesthefact thatlarger

bedmaterialsizecanhinderthegasformation.Thereasoncouldbethatthesmallparticlesare

easyto fluidize andcanleadto a propermixing of biomass.This canbe resulted with good

heat transfercapabilities,propercontactbetweenreactants,higher reactionratesand more

productgasin turn.Case-G showsthehighestdaily productionamongall thecases.Themain

differenceis thesizeof thebiomassparticlessentin to thereactor.Here,theparticlesizewas

five timesbigger than other cases.Logically it was expectedthat the lesserthe size of bio

mass,thehighertheyield of gasses,dueto the fact thatsmall sizedparticlesprovidea larger

surfaceareafor thethermochemicalreactions.On theotherhandit facilitatestheheattransfer

too. Thereforeit wasexaminedthe particlecontentreleasedout with the productgasto see

any relationshipbetweenthe releasedamountof particlesandthe rateof gasformation. The

bargraphillustratedin Figure7-3 showstheamountof particlesreleasedout with theproduct

gasasapercentageoutof inputmass(biomassandbedmaterialrecycle).

In facta properanswerwasfoundwhencomparingFigure7-2 andFigure7-3. Case-G hasthe

highestproductionof combustiblegassesandlowestreleaseof particlesout with theproduct

gas stream. Case-A and Case-D (two casesare entirely different) have the lower gas

productionand the releaseof particlestoo is higher. This depicts that the size of biomass

particlesis very importantin two ways.

Figure 7-1: Comparisonin Massfraction of waterandproductgas
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Figure 7-2: CombustiblegasproductionvsCase

Figure 7-3: Particlesreleaseout with productgasvsCase
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That means the particles should be small enough to facilitate the fast reaction and they should 

be large enough to retain them in the reactor. Therefore it is wise to find the optimum biomass 

particle size for optimize the production of combustible gasses. Efforts were made to run the 

simulation for much larger biomass particle size which is 10mm. But it was restricted by the 

program as that particle size was not compatible with the defined mesh size.   

Focusing back on Figure 7-2, Case-C, E and F have nearly equal amount of daily gas 

production around 250 Sm3/day. This depicts that increasing the steam velocity or replacing 

steam with CO2 in the biomass inlet stream, does not make any significant change in product 

gas formation. Instead unnecessary amount of steam will lead to higher operating costs for 

steam as in ‘Case-A’. Case- F shows a lower production in comparison to the Case-C, E and 

F. This is obvious, as it had a lower steam temperature which is 500K instead of 900K in the 

other cases. In fact lower steam temperature fails to maintain the required reactor temperature 

due to reason that most of the reactions occurred in the steam gasification process are 

endothermic. Therefore lower reactor temperature does not facilitate the required heat energy 

for the gasification reactions and produces fewer amounts of product gas. This fact has been 

experimentally proved by the study done by Lv et al [22]. 

7.3 Composition of product gas 

Approximately similar molar compositions are resulted in all the cases except in Case-F, 

which uses CO2 with the biomass feed. In those cases, the highest fraction of gas is CO (̴ 

40%vol). The mole fraction of H2 (̴ 15%vol) is quite less than expected and the CH4 (̴ 25%vol) 

is significant. This could be due to the contribution of pyrolysis gasses to generate more CH4. 

On the other hand the available H2 could have been favorably spent for hydrogenating 

gasification. The bed material used in the simulations is non-catalytic SiO2 and according to 

some previous studies, the yield of combustible gasses and especially the yield of H2 could 

have been enhanced by using other types of catalytic bed materials [45]. Koppatz et al [46], 

conclude their study, with the remarks that, the Olivine (catalytic bed material) favors the CO-

shift reaction (R4) towards equilibrium composition and the H2 content is increased in the 

presence of Olivine in comparison to SiO2. The simulation stage would require, including the 

specific kinetic data regarding to the specific catalytic material to examine these effects 

through a computational study. 

According to Figure 6-35, Case-F shows more CO2, more CH4, less CO and H2 than the other 

cases, when it is referred to the molar composition of the product gas. This raises a question 

whether the extra CO2 supplied, has not contributed for CO2 gasification reaction as expected. 

Perhaps the reaction has been favored in backward direction or the resulted CO in CO2 

gasification has been consumed for water gas shift reaction. Because the H2 amount is quite 

the same as in Case-C but CH4 and CO2 content is higher. Then it can be assumed that the 
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water gas shift reaction could have been occurred among CO2 and H2O and the resulted H2 

has been consumed for methanation to form more CH4 while increasing the CO2 content.  

7.4 Reactor temperature, Pressure and Vectors 

Temperature is a key factor of successful production of the product gas in bio mass steam 

gasification process, due the involvement of endothermic gasification reactions. As it is 

described by Kern et al [3], in a fluidized bed gasification reactor, the temperature reduction 

across the bed is limited due to the good intermixing of steam, bed material and fuel particles, 

and the high heat capacity of the bed material. This can be clearly seen in the Figure 6-7(b), 

Figure 6-20(b), Figure 6-27(b), Figure 6-34(b), Figure 6-41(b) andFigure 6-47(b). There, the 

bed region has a uniform temperature kept around 1123K (850 0C) which is ideal for the 

gasification process. The hot spot in the bed region is the hot bed material recycle point and 

the cold spot is the bio mass inlet point. But it can be seen that there exist blue areas which 

indicates the cold region in the upper part of the reactor above the bed except in Case-A. 

These cold spots and regions are signs that evident the endothermic gasification reactions 

occur within the reactor. The absence of the cold spots in Figure 6-7(b) describes the lowest 

gas production in Case-A. 

The reactor pressure was always kept close to atmospheric pressure. The pressure is higher at 

the bottom of the reactor and it is dropped across the bed. The pressure drop across the bed 

varies from approximately 1000 Pa to 3000Pa and it is slightly under the ambient pressure at 

the reactor gas outlet. Operating at the ambient pressure or at slightly under pressure helps to 

prevent gas leakages from the reactor [47]. 

The instantaneous fluid velocity vectors in different cases have a common trend, though there 

are increments or decrements of magnitude in one case to the other. The vectors are higher at 

the bed mass recycle point and biomass inlet point. The entrance of steam at these points is 

one reason. On the other hand, the biomass is subjected to pyrolysis as soon as it enters into 

the high temperature region of the reactor at the biomass inlet. In addition, the reactions will 

accelerate to produce more gasses due to the too high temperature of the recycled bed 

materials at the bed mass recycled point. When it comes to the upper part of the reactor, more 

and more gasses are generated and they flow towards the outlet of the reactor, where the 

vectors take higher magnitude. 
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8 Conclusion 

Biomass steam gasification is a thermochemical process that is used to produce a high quality 

product gas to overcome the problems of conventional air gasification. Gasification process in 

a dual fluidized bed was studied and simulations were performed for a simplified cylindrical 

gasification reactor, using the commercial software ‘Barracuda VR
TM
’. The effect of bed 

material size, consistency of biomass supply, steam temperature, steam input velocity, effect 

of CO2 supply and size of inlet biomass particles were studied.  

Product gas quantity and composition indicate the success of the gasification process. A 

steady production of gasses was achieved in all the cases except in Case-B. The molar 

composition of the product gas was approximately similar in all the cases except in Case-F, so 

that the volume of CO is ̴ 40%, CH4 is   ̴25%, CO2 is  ̴ 20%, and H2 is  ̴ 15%. The amount of 

CH4 is more than expected and the H2 is below the desired level. 

Reduction of the particle size of the bed material (SiO2), lead to yield a higher gas production. 

The highest production of 400 Sm3/day of combustible gasses was achieved in case-G where 

the bed materials were small and biomass particle size was five times bigger than the other 

cases. The increased size of the biomass particles helps to retaining the biomass without 

releasing it with the product gas. The size should be small enough to facilitate the higher 

reaction rates and heat transfer. The combustible gas production was adversely affected by the 

reduction of steam temperature. Increase of steam inlet velocity or addition of extra CO2 did 

not contribute to increase the production. 

The temperature in the bed region was uniform and close to the gasification temperature due 

to the proper mixing and higher heat capacity of the bed materials. The cold spots in the 

reactor are signs for the presence of endothermic gasification reactions. 

The pressure was close to atmospheric pressure and the pressure drop across the bed was 

1000 Pa to 3000Pa and it was slightly negative at the top of the reactor. This is useful in a 

way that a slight under pressure can help to prevent gas leakages. 

8.1 Suggestions for future work 

According to the experiences gained throughout this study, there is room for expanding this 

project to optimize the biomass steam gasification process using the software. They are listed 

here. 

 Run pre-simulations to find the minimum fluidization velocity for the isothermal 

system without including chemistry, before starting with the exact simulations. This 

would help to find the required minimum inlet velocity of steam and avoid the 

release of particles with product gas outlet.  
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 Study, each variable examined in this project for a wide range of values. For 

example, the effect of bed material size on the gas production can be investigated for 

a range of particle sizes and the trends can be examined. 

 Consider the biomass in the real compositions, including moisture and ash content 

too instead of treating it as cellulosic biomass. 

 Account for the tar, char and combustible gasses  as the pyrolysis products and 

include the kinetics [48] for tar cracking too.  

 Gather and experiment the kinetic data for catalytic bed materials and run the 

simulations to find the effect of different catalytic materials on the gasification 

process. 

 Run the simulations for longer time to see the long term effects of each parameter. 

 Use different particle size distributions for feed biomass 

 Have trials with coarser and finer meshes for the reactor in order to see the effect of 

mesh size on the results 

 If possible, arrange a series of experiments to check the pyrolysis gas composition, 

pyrolysis kinetics, and gasification gas composition as well as gasification kinetics, 

with respect to a particular biomass. Then compare the results with simulation 

results. So the results will be more trusted.  
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Appendix 2: Abstract of the research paper for the      

conference ‘‘Multiphase Flows 2013’’ 

Simulation and optimization of steam gasification process using CPFD 

Kshanthi K. Perera, Rajan K. Thapa, Britt M. Halvorsen 
Department of Technology, Telemark University College, Porsgrunn, Norway 

Abstract 
Steam Gasification is a well-known technology which is used to produce a high quality 
product gas, especially for power generation applications. The gas composition, gas quality 
and the purity has a great role to play depending on the end application. Hence the bio mass 
steam gasification was studied using the Computational Particle Fluid Dynamics (CPFD) 
simulation tool, ‘Barracuda VRTM

’. The software is well suited for simulating the dense 
particle laden fluids due to its numerical solving methods for both the particles and the fluid. 
Both the experiments and simulations were carried out for a cylindrical isothermal fluidized 
bed reactor without chemistry, to compare the deviations of simulation results from the 
experimental results. The simulation results were agreed with experimental results and 
confirmed the same minimum fluidization velocity. 
Three dimensional simulations were carried out for a cylindrical geometry to study about the 
energy, and momentum transport within a simplified dual fluidized bed steam gasification 
reactor and the important chemistry was included. According to the simulation results, the 
product gas was mainly consisted of CO and the amount of H2 was quite less in comparison to 
the higher amounts of CH4.The cumulative production of combustible gasses (CO, CH4 and 
H2) was estimated as 280 Sm3/day based on the simulation results.  
 
Keywords:   Bio mass steam gasification, Barracuda, CPFD, Product gas 
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Appendix 3: Extra information about fuels 

Classification of solid fuels by their H/C and O/C ratios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification of biomass by their constituent ratios 

 

Data source: Biomass Gasification and Pyrolysis Practical Design, Prabir Basu 
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Appendix 4: More simulation results

Case-A

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s
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Case-C

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s
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Case-D

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s
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Case-E

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s
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Case-F

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s
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Case-G

Location;at (x=4.2cm,y=4.9cm,z) Time;15s


